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 Securizarea Calculatoarelor și a Rețelelor

3. Tipuri de atacuri de rețea și metode de protecție



Malicious Software

Viruses, worms, trojans and other species.
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Viruses

 Legitimate code attached to programs or executables.

 Require user interaction with the infected file.

 When activated, can spread to other files.

 Infecting the operating system allows the virus to execute 
any code, with full administrative privileges.

 Viruses spread by: 

 USB sticks

 Infected downloaded files

 Network share

 E-mail attachments
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Virus mitigation techniques

 Updated antivirus software

 NAC implementation

 NAC = Network Access Control

 NAC: consider endpoint security 
prior to offering access

 When a computer connects, it is 
completely isolated unless it 
complies with a set of standards:

 Valid identity

 Anti-virus system

 System update

 Firewall

 Other policies
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Worms

 Worms have the ability to run and replicate by 
themselves.

 Programmed to search for known vulnerabilities.

 When found, they are exploited to allow the worm to 
propagate.

 User interaction not required, 

 unlike viruses
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This worm requires interaction 



Worm mitigation procedure

 Containment

 Isolate infected parts of the network

 Contain the worm’s spread

 Innoculation
 Patch all uninfected systems

 Run a deep scan on uninfected systems

 Mobile systems are most likely to introduce worms in the network.

 Quarantine

 Isolate each infected station from the network

 Treatment

 Patch infected systems, if possible

 Reinstall completely otherwise
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Example: SQL Slammer Worm (2001-2003)
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Trojans

 Malicious code hidden behind a legitimate function or 
application.

 Most do not have immediate effect, but open backdoors.

 Can be designed for specific targets
 extremely hard to detect

 The program executes

Normally

 The trojan code runs in the

background
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Types of trojans

 Remote access trojans

 Open certain ports that provide remote access

 Data-sending trojan

 Gathers information from the computer and sends them to a 
specific address

 Proxy trojan

 Runs a proxy server in the background

 Security trojan

 Stops antivirus and firewall software

 Destructive trojans (rare)

 Deletes or corrupts files and programs
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Hackers
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Beginnings

 “Phreakers”

 Started in 1960

 Clients exploited switches from telephone companies using 
tone generators (“blue boxes”), to make long-distance calls

 Later on, they managed to make their own phone numbers 
free to call

 “Wardialers”

 Started in 1980, when dial-up modems were introduced

 Users dialed random numbers in search of modems then 
attempted to break the computer’s password

 The “ancestor” of today’s ping sweep
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History fact:

 1972: John Draper, soon to be known as "Captain 
Crunch," discovers that the plastic whistle in a box of 
breakfast cereal reproduces a 2600-hertz tone. With a 
blue box, the whistle unlocks AT&T's phone network, 
allowing free calls and manipulation of the network.
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A “blue box” tone 
generator



History fact:

 The first worm was created by… Xerox, in 1979.

 Engineers created a short program that scanned the 
network for idle processors intending to provide more 
efficient computer use.

 The scanning and replication mechanism is now used by 
modern destructive worms.
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The meaning of “hacker”

Positive Negative

• Network professional

• User of sophisticated tools

• Internet programming skills

• Security tester

• Gains unauthorized access

• Targets sensitive data

• Attempts to destroy data

• Restricts network access

• Slows or shuts down services
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Hacker “flavors”

 White hat

 Also known as “ethical hacker”

 Breaks for non-malicious reasons, but for testing.

 Term for “security consultant”

 Black hat

 Or “cracker”, illegally breaks computer security.

 Steals or compromises data.

 Grey hat

 Middle-ground between the above two.

 Script kiddie

 Has little understanding of security

 Simply uses tools developed by other hackers

 Hacktivist

 Hacks only to promote a message: ideological, political, etc.
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Example: Sub7

 The “classic” script-kiddie tool for many years

 Client-server application

 Installs on victim computer and provides access to:

 File system

 Hardware devices

 Operating system

 Keylogger

 Screen capture
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Example: Project Metasploit

 Project for identifiying security vulnerabilities.

 Sub-project: Metasploit Framework

 Tool for developing and executing exploit code on target 
machines.

 Contains a database of several hundreds of known exploits for 
all operating systems.

 Useful for:

 Penetration testing

 IDS signature development

 Exploit research
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Example: Metasploit
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msf > show exploits

windows/misc/hp_ovtrace                                   HP OpenView Operations OVTrace Buffer Overflow                     

windows/misc/ib_isc_attach_database                       Borland InterBase isc_attach_database() Buffer Overflow            

windows/misc/ib_isc_create_database                       Borland InterBase isc_create_database() Buffer Overflow            

windows/misc/ib_svc_attach                                Borland InterBase SVC_attach() Buffer Overflow                     

windows/misc/landesk_aolnsrvr                             LANDesk Management Suite 8.7 Alert Service Buffer Overflow         

windows/misc/mercury_phonebook                            Mercury/32 <= v4.01b PH Server Module Buffer Overflow              

windows/misc/ms07_064_sami                                Microsoft DirectX DirectShow SAMI Buffer Overflow                  

windows/misc/netcat110_nt                                 Netcat v1.10 NT Stack Overflow                                     

windows/misc/shixxnote_font                               ShixxNOTE 6.net Font Field Overflow                                

windows/misc/tiny_identd_overflow                         TinyIdentD 2.2 Stack Overflow                                      

windows/misc/windows_rsh                                  Windows RSH daemon Buffer Overflow                                 

windows/mssql/ms02_039_slammer                            Microsoft SQL Server Resolution Overflow                           

windows/mssql/ms02_056_hello                              Microsoft SQL Server Hello Overflow                                

windows/mysql/mysql_yassl                                 MySQL yaSSL SSL Hello Message Buffer Overflow                      

windows/nntp/ms05_030_nntp                                Microsoft Outlook Express NNTP Response Parsing Buffer Overflow    

windows/novell/groupwisemessenger_client                  Novell GroupWise Messenger Client Buffer Overflow                  

windows/novell/nmap_stor                                  Novell NetMail <= 3.52d NMAP STOR Buffer Overflow                  

windows/novell/zenworks_desktop_agent                     Novell ZENworks 6.5 Desktop/Server Management Overflow             

windows/pop3/seattlelab_pass                              Seattle Lab Mail 5.5 POP3 Buffer Overflow                          

windows/proxy/bluecoat_winproxy_host                      Blue Coat WinProxy Host Header Overflow                            

windows/proxy/ccproxy_telnet_ping                         CCProxy <= v6.2 Telnet Proxy Ping Overflow                         

windows/proxy/proxypro_http_get                           Proxy-Pro Professional GateKeeper 4.7 GET Request Overflow         

windows/scada/realwin                                     DATAC RealWin SCADA Server Buffer Overflow                         

windows/sip/aim_triton_cseq                               AIM Triton 1.0.4 CSeq Buffer Overflow                              

Just a short list of available exploits for Windows systems.



Example: Nessus

 Client-server application

 Vulnerability scanning tool

 Periodic plugin updates

 Ability to scan remote hosts
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Buffer overflow vulnerability found (iTunes)
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Something to laugh about on your way home…

 "Nowadays, security guys break the Mac every single day. Every 

single day, they come out with a total exploit, your machine can be 

taken over totally. I dare anybody to do that once a month on the 

Windows machine." 

Bill Gates 
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